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Tales of Underground: Zombies, a roguelike shooter in which you control the only survivor of a zombie apocalypse; this mod is
about zombies that spread and infect other people, causing them to go crazy, walk around looking for "free" zombies to infect,
and in doing so, eventually a wave of the undead are released in your city, which you must then overcome to survive. A
description of how the mod is planned to work, and what changes have been made so far: 1. As of v4.1, this mod will now be
compatible with Episode 8. However, this mod is still under development, and might not be entirely compatible with Episode 8
by the time v4.1 is released. If you have any problems, please contact me. 2. Your city is now based on Fallout 3 (PC), Fallout
New Vegas (PC), Fallout 3: Skyrim (PC), or Fallout 3: Fallout 4 (PC) 3. The difficulty of the mod has increased. This mod is
now: 'Very Easy' with default settings; 'Easy' with new settings (see below); 'Normal' with new settings; 'Hard' with new settings;
'Very Hard' with new settings; 'Overpowered' with new settings. 4. I've also added 'Big' and 'Lrg' as settings. This mod is now:
'Big' with default settings; 'Big' with new settings; 'Lrg' with default settings; 'Lrg' with new settings; 5. Every setting can be
changed in the INI file (under [Game]\[Your directory], if you're using the default configuration file). 6. New [Zombies] is now
[Freaks] in the INI file, and the mod has been renamed to [Zombie Rampage]. 7. The mod includes a new [Freaks] enemy with
new behavior and appearance. These are now the only enemies you will be able to encounter in the mod, until a new setting is
added for [New NPCs]. 8. [Mod Tool] now includes a [Freaks] enemy that walks, that behaves like the NPC. 9. [Zombie
Rampage] and [Mod Tool] are now compatible with the new settings. 10. If 82157476af
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